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In this unit we will combine several concepts we have already introduced previously and
learn how to evaluate what is known as Link Budget. As the name suggests, this is simply
a ”budget” which lets you know how much power you have versus how much power you
need with respect to a given noise – it is one of the most important quantities you need
to consider, which in many cases determines what antennas you should use and gives you
restrictions on frequencies, power, modulation scheme and basically everything we have seen
so far. The procedure we are going to introduce will also allow us to evaluate the BER (Bit
Error Rate) for the system under consideration and determine how to improve it if necessary.

1 Thinking in dBs, The Friis equation

Let us consider a link with a transmitter and a receiver. We will denote the gain and the
power (transmitted or received respectively) of both with the letters G and P with subscript
t for transmitter and r for receiver. Suppose that the two are some distance r away from
each-other. It is obvious that the receiver will be receiving power equal to its effective area
times the power density of the transmitter at that point, which using our equation for free
space losses is simply:

Pr =
PtGtAe

4πr2
(1.1)

Using the directivity definition and the fact that the gain is simpy the directivity times the
radiation efficiency (so directivity with a different effective area), we have for the receiving
antenna:

Gr =
4πAe

λ2
(1.2)

Rewriting this expression so that Ae is a function of the gain and substituting in 1.1, we
obtain for the received power:

Pr =
PtGtGrλ

2

(4πr)2
(1.3)
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Notice that the gains Gt and Gr are currently in dimensionless units, but we mentioned
that most expressions in radioelectronics are preffered in decibels. Rewriting 1.3 in terms of
decibels (or decibel Watts to be more precise) yields:

Pr(dBWs) = Pt +Gt +Gr − 10 log10

(
4πr

λ

)2

(1.4)

These Gt and Gr are now measured in dBis, which is precisely why we introduced the decibel
notation back in unit 6! The last term is usually denoted by Ls and it is known as free space
losses. Using the properties of logarithm, it can be rewritten as:

Ls = 10 log10

(
4πr

λ

)2

= 20 log10

(
4πr

λ

)
(1.5)

Equations 1.3 and 1.4 are both known as Friis’ transmission equation! Using our definition
of free space losses 1.5, it can be written even more simply as:

Pr(dBWs) = Pt +Gt +Gr − Ls (1.6)

This equation looks very simple - you are simply adding the gains and the transmission power
and substracting the loss due to propagation. This is the reason why dBs are preferred -
they turn multiplication and division into addition and substraction and we will continue
using them for that reason!
Adding the additional losses we considered is easy at this point - we simply need to substract
the atmospheric losses from 1.6 for the considered weather conditions and frequency and
additional 4-5 dBs (3 for the polarization mismatch and 1-2 for the antenna pointing).
Labelling these additional losses simply as La, we can write the full Friis equation as:

Pr(dBWs) = Pt +Gt +Gr − Ls − La (1.7)

Note: We have accepted the convention that losses are substracted and gains are added.
Some conventions add everything together, but define losses as negative quantities.
Example: Let us consider a geostationary satellite at height r ∼= 35786 km above the
surface of the Earth, transmitting to a ground station with gain Gr = 35 dBi at 10 GHz
(X band) with power Pt = 700 W and having an antenna gain of Gt = 20 dBi. Inserting
the wavelength and distance in 1.5 gives us Ls

∼= 203.5dB. Transforming Pr through our
decibel definition from unit 6 gives us Pt

∼= 28.5 dBWs. Substituting these along with the
receiver and transmitter gains in dBs and substracting additional 5 dBs for the additional
losses yields:

Pr = 28.5 + 20 + 35 − 203.5 − 5 = −125dBWs

Converting this expression back to regular Watts is easy:

Pr(W ) = 10Pr(dB)/10 ∼= 3.16 × 10−13 W = 0.316 pW

The result is in the order of picowatts, which seems extremely low, but we are not yet ready
to evaluate wheater such a link can be used for communication purposes, since we have not
yet evaluated the signal-to-noise ratio and the parameter Eb/N0 from unit 9.
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2 Link Budget

Now that we’ve seen how to calculate the arriving signal power, we can easily form the
channel-to-noise ratio, dividing it by the total noise power. To do that, however, we need to
evaluate the equivalent temperature not only for the receiver antenna, but for the system as
a whole - Ts. As mentioned before, this equivalent system temperature is the temperature at
which a hypothetical resistor would have to be to give out the noises of the whole receiving
system, not just the antenna! Using expression P/B = kB for this equivalent temperature
will give us the total noise power for the system and so dividing 1.3 with the additional losses
included by it gives us the channel-to-noise ratio:

C

N
=

PtGtGrλ
2

(4πr)2LakBTsB
(2.1)

This expression looks very cluttered, but we will fix this by going into dBs again shortly.
Before that, however, using the relation between Eb/N0 and the signal-to-noise or channel-
to-noise ratio from unit 9, we get the following expression for the former:

Eb

N0

=
PtGtGrλ

2

(4πr)2LakBTsR
(2.2)

Where R is the transmission rate (in bits/sec), Te is the equivalent temperature (in Kelvin)
and kB is Boltzman’s constant. Going into decibel notation once again, this equation takes
the much simpler form:

Eb

N0

(dB) = Gt + Pt +
Gr

Ts
− Ls − La + 228.5 − 10 log10R (2.3)

Where we have defined a new quantity - Gr/Ts, which is the receiver gain per equivalent
system temperature (expressed in dBK). Given the system temperature Ts in kelvins and
the receiver antenna gain in dBis, it is easy to confirm that this new quantity is simply:

Gr

Ts
= Gr − 10 log10 Ts (2.4)

You might be wondering about the number 228.5 which appeared in the expression - it is
easy to check that this is simply minus Boltzman’s constant in dBs (the minus comes from
the fact that its in the denominator).
Expression 2.3 paired with Fig.9.1 allows us to evaluate the Bit Error Rate for our link, telling
us on average what amount of data will be lost and so what is the quality of communication.
It is useful to define the Link Margin - M , which is simply the difference between the Eb/N0

we get and the requirement for the purposes we are considering:

M =
Eb

N0

− Eb

N0

∣∣∣∣
req

(2.5)

Since this margin is in dBs, it will be positive if our BER is lower than the required and
negative if our BER is higher than the required. A negative margin means that our link
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is not good enough and we should change some of the values in 2.3. Some of those values
are fixed of course, but we should somehow improve the rest to guarantee the required link
reliability!
Example (continued): Suppose that the equivalent system temperature of the receiver we
considered in section 1 is 300 K and that our gross bit rate is 100 kbits/sec (which in the
ideal case corresponds to signal bandwidth of 200 kHz). Using 2.4 and remembering Gr = 35
dBi for it, we find Gr/Ts = 35 − 10 log10 300 ∼= 10.2 dBK. The bit rate in dBs is also easily
obtined 10 log10R = 10 log10 105 = 50 dB. Inserting these in 2.3 along with the losses and
gains we obtained before gives us:

Eb

N0

(dB) = 20 + 28.5 + 10.2 − 203.5 − 5 + 228.5 − 50 ∼= 28.7dBs

Now looking at Fig.9.1, we can see that all of the modulation schemes give much less than
10−8 BER for this value of Eb/N0, which means that we’re going to have less than one in a
billion bits transmitted wrong (in fact even less if we compute it exactly from this value).
This shows us that not the signal power itself, but the signal-to-noise ratio is important for
a reliable link! The following can be seen as a recipe to be followed when computing the
Link Budget.
Link Budget Summary:

1. Evaluate the satellite emission power - Pt.

2. Evaluate the transmitting antenna gain in the considered direction - Gt.

3. Estimate the free space path losses for the considered frequency - Ls (1.5). Note that
the distance r may vary a lot for some applications!

4. Estimate additional losses (atmospheric, polarization mismatch, etc.) - La. Note that
the atmospheric attenuation may vary a lot for space applications and it depends on
the frequency!

5. Estimate ground station system temperature Ts and receiver gain Gr. Form Gr/Ts
from them.

6. Calculate Eb/N0 for the desired bit-rate R.

7. Compare the calculated Eb/N0 with the required for the desired BER by calculating
the link margin - M (2.5)

8. Modify parameters to achieve desired positive link margin.
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